KELLY RUTHERFORD’S CELEBRITY EX
DANIEL GIERSCH ACCUSING HER OF
‘CHILD ABDUCTION’

By Maria N. Capalbo
According to UsMagazine.com, unfortunately the fight goes on between
celebrity exes Kelly Rutherford and Daniel Giersch, as they battle one
another for custody over their children. Giersch has added more fuel
to the fire by saying that Rutherford is now abducting their children
since she will not let them travel back to Monaco. A statement released by Giersch’s lawyer says, “Daniel will continue to protect the
children from any harm and any media exposure. Unfortunately Kelly has
now added child abduction to extortion and false statements on her
list of actions. Daniel will make sure that the children’s safety and
well being will be restored as soon as possible.” Rutherford still has
yet to release the children.
This celebrity ex drama is definitely getting heated! What do you do if you’re
having problems coming to a compromise with your ex about your kids?

Cupid’s Advice:
When you have kids with an ex, things may become difficult and dramatic. Cupid has some relationship advice for compromising with your ex
about your children below:
1. Remain respectful: You should never publicly shame or embarrass
your ex, regardless of what they have done. Everything always falls
back on the children. Even if your kids are young, you should always
remain respectful when a confrontation with your ex arises.
Related Link: ‘Gossip Girl’ Star Kelly Rutherford Gets a Court Date
for Marital Battles
2. Think about the childrens’ best interests: No matter what happens
between you and your ex, you both should always think about how the
children will be affected. Sometimes you may have to spend time with
your ex for the sake of the children. Just do it; do not make more
problems!
Related Link: Kelly Rutherford On Her Divorce: “The One Thing I Know
Is That My Kids Are Loved and That We’re Working It Out”
3. Be fair: Let your ex have just as much time with the children as
you do, as they are his/her children, too. Keeping the kids away from
their other parent is not always the right thing to do.
What are some ways you’ve compromised with your ex about your kids?
Comment below!

